Six Ways to Grow Your Business
with Spend Management Automation
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After a turbulent start
to the decade, many
organisations are turning
to digital technology to
help keep up with the
competition, stay in
business and fuel
future growth.
1. Oxford Economics “Leadership in a New Era” Report

In recent years, finance and IT leaders have been
forced to the frontline of decision making. Their
input has a huge impact on attracting customers,
recruiting top talent and helping the business to
stay profitable. In fact, 57% say they will play an
even greater role in setting company strategy
going forward.1
If you’re responsible for formulating a complete
strategy to manage company spending — including
travel, expenses and invoices — you may ask: what
are the crucial next steps our business needs
to take to evolve and prosper?
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Nearly half of decision-makers
say the pandemic’s effects
highlighted inefficient business
processes in the following areas:2

Compliance with
expense policies
Maintaining visibility
into spending
Financial planning
and analysis
Aligning growth
strategy with
stakeholders

Prepare, Plan and be Proactive
Recent times have forced all businesses to review their processes
and come up with innovative ways to solve sudden, unexpected
challenges.
There is an urgent need for business leaders to adopt tools to boost compliance, reporting,
planning and visibility. When it comes to employee-initiated spending, the smartest way
to do this is by automating end-to-end spend management and gaining a single source
of truth for ALL business spend.

Ask yourself three questions:
Can our current travel, expense and invoice management solutions scale
and adapt with our business?

Do they seamlessly integrate with our other finance, ERP, CRM
and HR systems?

Do our current solutions provide the business the intelligence we need
to increase efficiencies, improve compliance and better manage risk?

2. Oxford Economics “Leadership in a New Era” Report
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If the answer to any of those
questions is NO, it’s time to act
Prepare
Rethink your existing spend management processes — whether that’s expenses, travel
or invoice. What works in the new world of work and what doesn’t? Where are the gaps?

Plan
What processes and tools do you need to improve your current setup and give you
better control over spend? How can you implement these with the least disruption?

Finance and IT leaders are
now realising the potential of
digitising their spend processes,
and this has been accelerated
throughout the pandemic.3

3. Top Priorities for Financial Leaders in 2021 — Gartner

Be Proactive
Digitising and automating spend is one of the most decisive actions your business
can take to ensure future growth and resilience. It’s time to act.

By partnering with a leader in automated spend management, you can get advice and
support at each stage of the transition to ensure a smooth roll out and successful uptake.
Let’s take a look at this six-step action plan for setting your business up for growth.
By addressing each of these key areas, you’ll get the maximum benefit from your
spend management programme, which in turn can help you achieve your ambitious
growth goals.
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Maximise Automation —
Don't leave gaps for spend to fall through

End-to-end spend management means using fully automated
expense, travel and invoice processes to control when and how
employees are spending company funds, which improves visibility
into cash flow. The key message is this: ensure that everything
that CAN be automated IS automated, from receipt capture
to mileage, all the way through to AP processes.
This is important because part-automation causes spend to
“disappear”, errors to be made and cash flow to be compromised.
It’s worth doing it properly — companies that are turning to
digital technology to automate finance processes are seeing
a 27% improvement in profitability and a 26% improvement
in productivity.4
What does end-to-end automation include? From pre-trip or
spending requests, through to payment, the more processes you
automate and connect, the greater control and visibility you’ll have.

THIS MAY INCLUDE:
Submitting travel/spend requests for pre-authorisation
Showing compliant, eco-friendly options and suppliers
Auto-population of paper and digital expense/invoice
data using machine learning
Integration of e-receipts and credit card data
Mobile apps to process, review and manage trips,
expenses and invoices
Using AI to audit spending and flag exceptions
Importing of travel bookings outside the system
Integrating with third-party apps, travel and finance
providers
Automating payment processes
Tools to track against budget
Reports and dashboards to reveal spend insights
and inform decision-making

4. Best Practices to Gain Strategic Insights from Company Spend Data
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Impact to Your Business
Earlier visibility and increased control of all types
of spending across the organisation
Ensuring every planned purchase positively
contributes to growth
Freeing up employees from labour-intensive
tasks to focus on growing the business
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Get Ahead of Your Cash Flow —
Track and Respond to Spending

Cash flow is the lifeblood of any business and it's essential to keep
it in sharp focus. If you’re reliant on manual, or part-automated
steps, you’re already playing catch up. It’s hard to keep track
of your cash flow when you can’t see your outgoings
— and even harder to improve it.
Spend needs to be controlled before it happens, not after the
event. Businesses need to check every reported expense at the
source of its creation for policy violations, duplicate submissions,
and potential fraud to be able to take action earlier on and keep
cash flowing.
Automated finance processes help by ensuring all spending
data flows into your system, regardless of source — giving you
near real-time visibility into spend against budget. Understanding
where your cash is, identifying peaks and troughs in employee
spend more quickly, and speeding up accounts payable processes
to reduce late payment fees from suppliers are just some
of the ways cash flow is improved.

With tools like Budget, you’ll have access to dashboards that provide
full visibility into company wide spending against planned budget
to help inform growth plans and spending decisions across
the business.
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Impact to Your Business
Budget and spending adjustments can be applied
quickly throughout the organisation
Easier to identify opportunities to cut costs, where
to invest and negotiate supplier discounts
Enhanced analysis capabilities via automatically
generated reports allows for informed decision
making
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Empower Employees to Work Flexibly
and Safely — from Anywhere

Flexible working is here to stay. According to a Gartner survey,
82% of businesses intend to maintain remote work at least part
of the time.5
Digital, cloud-based tools keep business processes moving wherever
employees are working from — the office, home or the road. Mobile
apps can extend this value by offering a friendly user experience that
guides employees to make the best, compliant spending decisions
while cutting the time to process travel, expenses and invoices.
Having one platform to manage all areas of spending, as well as
integrating data from partner apps, ensures your employees can
do their jobs effectively, wherever they’re based.
Top employers need to offer these intuitive, time-saving spend
management tools to keep their workforce satisfied and productive.
With the majority of SMBs (84%) agreeing that finding candidates
is their #1 hiring challenge,6 you want to ensure you’re providing
modern apps and tools employees are used to using in their
personal lives.
5. 2021 Gartner Survey
6. How Small Businesses Attract and Hire Top Talent
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Impact to Your Business
Enabling fast, flexible working while speeding
up spend processes
Improved business continuity for your company
and customers
Increased employee satisfaction and talent retention
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Encourage Compliance and Manage
Future Risk

Risk management has an impact on your organisation’s ability
to grow. A recent report on the hidden cost of expense fraud and
non-compliance shows that the median loss to a company of any
size from expense report fraud was £25,000 (around 29,500€).7
The issue isn’t just the money that’s missing from your profits.
It’s also the time spent by finance teams checking expense claims
and supplier invoices, the risks of non-compliance and the poor
employee experience when teams are dealing with policies
and tools that don’t take their needs into consideration.
Worst of all, your business could be hit by fines and get a
bad reputation for corporate fraud — a double whammy
no business needs.
It’s not just expenses that are vulnerable to compliance issues.
Accounts payable is often the last finance function to be automated;
lagging behind payroll and expense management, and yet 83%
of businesses often pay suppliers late and 48% of invoices
aren’t checked for errors, duplication or fraud.8
7. The Hidden Cost of Expense Fraud and Non-Compliance
8. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend

By including invoice processes in your end-to-end spend management
system you can automatically capture and process supplier invoices
from anywhere, streamline purchase orders and spot inaccurate
and duplicate invoices upfront. These measures will give you the full
protection you need from costly fraud and non-compliance.

Did you know?
On average employees think fraudulent
individual claims up to £106/125€ are
acceptable.
48% of employees would be prepared
to over-expense once a year.
Finance and travel teams spend 17.4 hours
a week (2+ working days), fighting
expense fraud.
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Impact to Your Business
Improved employee satisfaction through clear,
guided processes
Protected business income and corporate reputation
Growth is fuelled by increased profits and
cost-savings
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Build Sustainability into Your Processes

As your company grows, sustainability needs to be at the forefront
of the business agenda. From your travel policy and choice of
suppliers, through to sustainable business processes that reduce
inefficiency and waste. It’s a matter your employees take very
seriously too.
Almost 80% of employees are more inclined to work for an
organisation with a robust sustainability policy in place.9 It’s no
longer a ‘nice to have’ but rather a necessity to build in responsible
practices — especially in a post-pandemic world.
Business travellers' expectations have changed and its imperative
that your travel programme is sustainable, responsible and safe
— it also has to offer travellers flexibility.
Your employees want to offset their carbon emissions and it’s
important to provide options that enable them to make
informed choices.

9. Corporate Travel Sustainability Index, 2020
10. Small and Medium-sized Travellers Report

60% of business travellers expect to make changes
that improve the sustainability of their travel, including
prioritising trips with shorter distances (31%) and
alternatives to air travel (23%), as well as avoiding
layovers (28%).10
The first step is to ensure your suppliers and partners practice
sustainability. Next embed guidance on carbon footprint into
the booking experience. Finally, you need to track and measure
your results.
Data can show you what sustainable travel looks like and helps you
measure your progress. If a traveller knows how their choices impact
the overall organisation, it gives them extra incentive to choose
sustainable options. There are tools that demonstrate the effect
of their individual booking choices, as well as their ongoing impact.
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Impact to Your Business
Track and report on sustainability targets including
the elimination of paper and your carbon footprint
Build safety, flexibility and sustainability
into your spend programmes
Attract and retain top calibre employees
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Use Spend Data to Grow Your Business

Ultimately, the real value of a single source of spend data comes
from informing your growth strategy. Moving on from “what” is being
spent to “why” it’s being spent allows you to improve performance.
By being able to identify spending patterns and trends, you can
make the necessary changes, whether that’s investment decisions,
mergers and acquisitions or expansion into new markets.

To unlock the power of your spend data, you need configured reports
and dashboards that deliver the targeted insights you and your
leadership need. You also need to be able to automatically schedule
reports to run and distribute on your behalf. Finally, you need to be
able to modify your existing standard reports to make them work
better for you. That’s all before you get to interpreting the results
and putting any changes to work across your organisation.

SOME WAYS YOU CAN CUT COSTS WITH BETTER SPEND DATA:
Increase corporate card rebates
Eliminate inaccurate credit card payments and late fees
Detect unused discounts, unnecessary spend and
potential fraud
Identify out of policy spending and departments/
individuals that need training
Monitor supplier spending and spend categories
Identify negotiation opportunities
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Impact to Your Business
Automatic, customisable reports to get insights
into the areas that matter most
Intelligent decision making based on spending
patterns and trends
Informed growth plans and improved
business performance
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Grow Your Business with SAP Concur Solutions
SAP® Concur® solutions automate and integrate your travel, expense, and invoice processes into a single,
connected experience that can be accessed on any device. Many of our customers start with Concur Expense
and then enhance that solution to incorporate Concur Travel and Concur Invoice as their spend management
needs evolve.
Concur Expense

Concur Travel

Concur Invoice

• Automatically capture receipts
and process reports

• Easily book travel services in one
simple online booking tool

• Capture paper and electronic invoices
accurately and easily

• All your expense data is in one place

• Complete visibility into travel bookings
and spend data on a single dashboard

• Streamline purchase orders
and requests

• Make policy compliance easy
for employees

• Speed up approvals with automatic
forwarding

• Protect your employees (and your
business) against risk when travelling

• Use AI to spot inaccurate and duplicate
invoices upfront

• Configure settings to your
business needs
• Easily enforce and change
spending policies
• Capture expense receipts on the
go with the SAP Concur mobile app

• Easily integrate with T&E platform,
finance systems and more
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Easy to Implement — Scales with You as You Grow
Our solutions are easy to implement and scale as you grow. By integrating your travel, expense and invoice processes with SAP Concur solutions
and our powerful network of over 250 third-party apps, you can achieve your ambitious business goals.
Here are just some of the ways SAP Concur solutions can help grow your business.

Streamlined Automation
• End-to-end expense, travel and invoice
solutions capture spend that may slip
through the cracks.
• Easily integrate with ERP and financial
systems to remove manual work
and data silos.
• Machine learning and AI saves time,
reduces frustration and improves
accuracy.

Productive, Safe
and Happy Employees
• Over 250 third-party tools integrate
with SAP Concur solutions, including
travel providers, finance and specialist
integration partners.
• Employees can work from anywhere,
at any time with our range of
user-friendly mobile apps.
• Travel and partner apps provide
benefits such as real-time trip
tracking and safety information.

Cash Flow Under Control
• Streamline the spending request and
booking process with an approval
system that offers simple, proactive
control over employee spend.
• Simplify supplier payment and expense
reimbursement with a range of
payment solution partners.
• Stay on course with near real-time,
consolidated views of your budget.
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Easy to Implement — Scales with You as You Grow

Risk Mitigated,
Compliance Achieved
• Ensure accurate expense audits
without putting increased demands
on your employees with our team
of global auditors.
• Flag non-compliant options to
employees before booking and
ensure consistent rules are applied
to meet regulatory compliance.
• Review proposed trip costs upfront
and get a consolidated view of spend
against budget, so you can stay on track.

Sustainability Built In
• Show employees their individual travel
footprint and give them practical
options for offsetting their impact.
• Configure rules to meet unique travel
needs and ensure sustainability is
built into your travel and expense
spending policies.
• Reduce inefficiency and wastage
by eliminating the need for paper
record keeping.

Room to Grow
• Take advantage of nearly 200
out-of-the-box reports which make
it easy to address pressing concerns,
while custom reports can help solve
your unique challenges.
• Analyse spending data to create more
efficient processes, or ways to cut costs.
• Plan, forecast, and reforecast as sales
fluctuate and new opportunities arise.
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Now is the time to focus on future business ambitions, harness the opportunity to change and build your spend
management solutions stronger. At such a crucial time for the world and your business, you need more than
just a technology solution. You need a partner.
Businesses that are just getting started should look for proven solutions that can scale when you need to scale. And if you’re on the path to
growth and digitisation, look for further opportunities to build on your success, increase overall productivity and meet your strategic objectives.
In a world where one size does NOT fit all, we’re here to partner with your organisation wherever you are on the path to spend management
automation with real human support and integration options to take you to the next level.

Take a tour of the self-guided demos for the Concur Expense and Concur Invoice
to see how SAP Concur solutions can help your business take off.

Learn more at concur.co.uk

ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense, and invoice management solutions, driven by a relentless
pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday processes. The highly-rated SAP Concur mobile app guides employees through
business trips, charges are directly populated into expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated. By integrating near
real-time data and using AI to analyse transactions, businesses can see what they’re spending, ensure compliance, and avoid
possible blind spots in the budget. SAP Concur solutions help eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks, make today’s work easier,
and support businesses to run at their best. Learn more at concur.co.uk or the SAP Concur blog.
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